
CHAPTER

Integrating Instr~lctional

Software into

Teaching and Learning

The (act thai individuals bind themseh'es with strong
ernotional ties to machines ought not to be surprising.
The instruments [wei use become, , . extensions of lour!
bodies.

Joseph Weizenbaum in
Computer Power and /-fuman Reason (1976, p. 9)

86

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Definitions. issues, integration strategies, and tech
nology integration ideas based on a directed instruc
tional model fOt':

Drill-and-practice functions
Tutmial functions

• Definitions, issues, integration strategies, and tech
nologv integration ideas based on both directed and
constructivist models for:

Simulation functions
Instructional game functions
PI'oblem-solving functions

• Characteristics and uses of intewatecl learning s)'s
term (ILSs)

• Critel'ia and methods for evaluating and selecting
software
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Objectives

1. For each description of a c!assroonl need for
instrL!ctionCllmClteriClls. identifv one or more tVDes of

'J j I

instructional software functions that could meet the

need.
2. Plan lesson activities that integrate instructional

software us ing a d ireeted learn ing strategy.

3. Plan lesson activities that integrate instructional

soft\va.re using a constructivist [earning strategy.

Introduction

VVhat Is Instructional Soft\rvare?

T~e, Nel,I,\ \ '({]'(' example desCl:ibed ,in Chapte~' 2. (Figure
I "::.0) Illustrates an example 01 what vvelzenbaurn

(1976) called Llsing COn1pl1ters as "extensions of [our] bod-
ies."' Such uses howe a long history in education. From the
time people began to recognize the potential power of a
computer to do tasks quickly and systematically, they also
began exploring and experimenting with its capability to
emulate and improve on the functions of a human teacher.
If COIl1puter prograrns could be \\Titten to do essentiall)'
any'thing. \\'hy could not cornputers be progran1111ed to
teach') :Vlany educators and developers pursued this goal of
the computer as teacher during the 1960s and 1970s,
Some. like \Villiam Norris (1977) vvho developed Control
Data's PLATO teaching systems, believed that computer
based education was the only logical alternative to educa
tion"s ··outdated. labor-intensive vv'ays" (p. 45]). Norris

belie\ed that education could become more productive if
computers \\cre to take over much of the traditional role of
teachers.

Today. after about 30 years of development and exper
imentation. there is less talk of computers replacing teach
ers. but programs like the une described in the Figure 2.6
cxan1ple still exist that pcrfofll1 various teaching functions.
\Vhile these programs are not alternatives to human teach
ers, as emisioned by Norris. they can enhance teaching and
learning in many \\·ays. This chapter shows how programs
like the one in the Figure 2.6 lesson empowers teachers.
rather than replaces them.

Products \-vritten in C0I11puter languages (e.g.. Basic.
i~l.ssenlbler. C-+ ,Java) and vv'hich are designed and de
veloped to perform tasks are called applicatio/ls sojMare
or progmms. Instructional software (or courseware) is ap
plications software that is designed specifically to deliver
or assist with student instruction on a topic. Although soft
ware such as \\'orcl processing and spreadsheet programs
also can enhance instructional activities, this textbook dif~

ferentiates between such tools and instructional software
Software tools sene a \'ariety of purposes other than teach
ing: instructional software packages are programs de\'el
oped for the sole pllljJose of delivering instruction or
supporting learning acti\ities.

Problems in Identifying and Classifying Software
Functions

Computer-assisted instruction (CAl) originated in the early
days of educational technology as a name for instructional
software. and the term is still in common use. However.
some kinds of instructional software are designed with
l1lare constructivist purposes in lnind and do not actually
deli\'er instruction per se; therefore many people consider
the term CAl outdated and misleading. Teachers may hear
instructional software refened to as computer-based i/l
stmction (CEl), computer-based learning (CEL). or com
pllter-assisted learning along viith more generic terms such
as solt\\'[IJ'C ieorning fooLI.

1'-Jull1es for the types of instructional soft\vare functions
also vary, but they are usually identified as drill and practice.
tLltorial. simulation. instructional game. and problem solv
ing. Although these terms originated because each type had
clearly different characteristics and uses. much of today's
software clefies easy classification for three reasons:

1. Developers use terms interchangeably. There seems
to be no consensus among developers for what terms
to use to describe various types of programs. Some de
velopers refer to a drill progranl that gi\'es extensive
feedback as a tutoriaL Others refer to sill1uiatiolls or
probielll-solving functions as gallles.

2. Packages contain more than one activity. Many
software packages contain several different activities,
each of which serves a different purpose. For exam
ple. a program like l'vIillie's lvl011l HOllse has a number
of straight drill activities along \vith SOIl1e problen1-
sohing and game activities.

3. Software is becoming multimedia. Tergan (1998)
notes that since more software is incorporating hyper
media and multimedia environments (including Inter
net links). it makes it more difficult to analyze
learner-systenl interactions, isolate instructional roles
in a software package. and identify the type of soft
ware functions involved.

In light of these issues, educators v.,:ho use softyvare for
instruction will find it useful to analyze all of the activities
in a package and classify each one according to its instruc
tional functions. For example. one may not be able to refer
to an entire package as a tutorial or a drill. but it is possible
and desirable to identify a particular activity according to
whether it provides skill practice or opportunities for solv
ing problell1s. As this chapter viill sho\v. each soft\vare func-
tion serves different pUl1Joses during learning and.
consequently, has its own appropriate integration strategies.

Insights on Software Classifications and Integration
Strategies

Gagne. Wager. and Rojas (1981) suggested a way to look at
courseware that can help educators analyze a gi\'en product
as to its instructional function(s) and design appropriate in
tegration strategies that make use of these functions. Gagne
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et al. observed that drills. tutorials, and simulations each ac
complish a different combination of the Events of Instruc
tion (see them in Chapter 3, InSight 3.3 on Gagne's
principles). The nine events are a set of guidelines identi
fied by Gagne that can help teachers arrange optimal '"con
ditions for learning'" for various types of knowledge and
skills. By determining which of the events a courseware
package fulfills. educators can determine the teaching role
it SetTeS and where it might fit in the instructional process.
The fi\'e common courseware types accomplish the fol
lowing functions:

• Drills (or drill and practice) allovi learners to work
problems or answer questions and get feedback on cor
rectness (accomplishes events 6 and 7).

II Tutorials act like human tutors by providing all the in
formation and instructional activities a learner needs to
master a topic: information summaries. explanation.
practice routines, feedback, and assessment. (Gagne et
al. say that a tutorial should accomplish all nine events.
However, depending on how it is implemented, it can
accomplish at least events 3 through 8).

II Sinlulations model real or imagined s}'stenlS to sho\v
how those systems or similar ones work (accomplishes
events 6 and 7. and usually also accomplishes events
2.4. and 5).

• Instructional games are designed to increase motiva
tion by adding game rules to learning activities: usu
ally either drills or simulations (usually accomplishes
events 1.6. and 7).

• Problem-solving programs teach directly, through
explanation and/or practice. the steps involved in
solving problems or help learners acquire problem
solving skills by giving them opportunities to sohe
problems (can accomplish events 3 through 7 and
event 9),

When a teacher evaluates a courseware package for
possible use, a recommended strategy is to analyze and
identify which Events of Instruction each activity accom
plishes, classify it as to type(s). and then design one or
more integration strategies that make effective use of its
functions. For example. the software and integration ex
ample described in Figure 2.6 accomplishes e\ents 5. 6.
and 7.

Programming Languages as Instructional Software

This chapter focuses on classroom uses of instructional
software, while Chapters 5 and 6 address producti\ity and
instructional uses of the resources known as software tools.
However, programming languages may be considered a hy
brid software, merging the capabilities of both instructional
software and tools. Programming languages were created
to develop computer programs that make computers do var
ious tasks. For example, word processing programs are
written in programming languages as are drills. tutorials.
and other forms of instructional software. However. teach
ers also use programming languages as a tool to teach as
v./ell as to develop progranlS. (See Technology Integration
Idea4.1.)

One of the most widely known of the programming
languages used for instruction is Logo. The work of Sey
mour Papert (see Chapter 3) and his colleagues at the \!Iass
achusetts Institute of Technology made Logo '"widely used
throughout the world as an introductory programming lan
guage and mathematical learning environment for students
in elementary and secondary schools'" (p. 615). Paper!
hoped that it would become "a context which is to learning
mathematics what living in France is to learning French'"
(p. 6).

Although not as popular as it was in the 1980s. Logo
and its derivative materials such as ivlier0l1'OI'/ds software

Using Programming languages
TITLE: Problem Solving ala vas Savant

CONTENT AREA/TOPIC: Logic and organizational skills

GRADE LEVEl: Middle to high school

NETS FOR STUDENTS: Standards L 6

DESCRIPTION: For high school students, beginning programming is a good way to gain practice in or
ganizational skills that are fundamental to problem solving. This activity is based on a problem from
Marilyn vas Savant's Parade lVlaga::illc column '"Ask Marilyn." The column posed this question: "Sup
pose you are on a game shoy\' and you~re given a choice of three doors. Behind one is a car: behind the
others, goats. You pick a door-say No. I-and the host, who knows what's behind the other doors,
opens another door-say No.3-which has a goat. He then says to you, 'Do you want to pick door 2'1'
Is it to your advantage to switch your choice?" (p. 12). Marilyn vas Savant said the odds of winning the
car increase ti'om l-in-3 to 2-in-3 by switching doors. Ask students if they agree. Then show them how

Sou~ce: \Yagncr. P. ,19921, Gamer 1,2,3: The vas Savant cnallenge. The Computing Teacher, 79,:5), 12-14.
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still are used for many instructional purposes. Logo often is
used to introduce young children to problem solving
through programming and to explore concepts in conte-nt
areas such as mathematics, science, and language arts
(Galas, 1998: Gonsalves & Lopez, 1998; Weinstein, 1999).
Logo also led the \vay for other programming resources to
be used in the same instructional ways. Ploger and Vedova
(1999) describe a "programming system" called Boxel;
\l/hich cOlnbines a programming language with text pro
cessing and graphics capabilities to help students learn
number sense concepts.

Diill and Piactice Acti'vities

Drill and Practice: Definition and Characteristics

Drill and practice activities provide exercises in which stu
dents work example items, usually one at a time, and re
ceive feedback on their correctness. Programs vary
considerably in the kind of feedback they provide in re-
sponse to student input. They range from a simple display
like "OK" or "No, try again" to elaborate animated displays
or verbal explanations. Some programs simply present the
next item if the student answers correctly.

Types of drill and practice are sometimes distin
guished by the sophistication with which lhe program tai
lors the practice session to student needs (~y1erril1 &
Salisbury, 1984). The most basic drill and practice func
tion often is described as a flashcard activity. A student
sees a set number of questions or problems on the screen
and answers one at a time. Examples of instructional soft
ware that reflect this type of function are shown in Figures
4.1 and 4.2.

A more sophisticated form of drill and practice moves
students on to advanced questions after they get a number

Figure 4.1 Drill and Practice in the Word Concepts
smaii, medium, and iarge from fdmark's MiiUe's
Math House
Student selects shoes ironl the shelf that fit each foot.

Source: Lsed bv permission or Edmark Corporation.

Figure 4.2 Driii and Practice in Speiiing Words from
Encore Education Soft\vare's Elementary Advantage
After reviewing a list of various spelling words and definitions.
the computer pronounces a word as its definition appears on
the screen. The student types in the word, and the computer
tc!!s \vhether the spelling is correct.

Source: Lsed bv permission of Encore Education Softlvare.

of questions correct at some predetermined mastery level;
it iilay also send them back to lovy'er levels if they ans\\-'er a
certain number wrong. Some programs automatically re
view questions that students get wrong before going on to
other levels. Movement between levels often is transparent
to students since the program may do it automatically with
out any indication of what it is doing. Sometimes, however.
the program illay congratulate students on good progress
before proceeding to the next level, or it may allow them to
choose their next activities.

In addition to meeting general criteria for good in
structional courseware (see listing and discussion of
courseware criteria in Figure 4.12 later in this chapter),
\vell-designed drill and practice programs should also meet
other criteria:

Control over the presentation rate. Unless the questions
are part of a timed review, students should have as much
time as they wish to answer and examine the feedback be
fore proceeding to later questions. If the program provides
no specific feedback for correct answers, it usually is ac
ceptable to present later questions without any further en
tries from students.

Appropriate feedback for correct answers. Although
sonle coursew'are designers stress the importance of positive
feedback for correct answers, not all programs provide iL If
students' answers are timed, or if their session time is limited.
they may find it more motivating simply to move quickly to
later questions. Positive feedback should not be so elaborate
and time consuming that it detracts from the lesson's pur
pose. No matter how attractive the display, students tend to
tire of it after a \vhile and it ceases to n10tivate thern.
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recall and am:lilca-

require~d for
divi-

prereqillisite for assi:gmnerits

• Automatic recall of arithmetic IS

most higher level mathematics ranglrig from
sion to algebra.

• Keyboard proficiency
that require extensive

• Graded compositions

pIes of grammar and usage.
• schools still students to memorize

such as states and and names of r"""".' _.,.

• College entrance exams and other standardized
quick recall of many facts

tion of correct sentence structure, sp,ellil1i:;, and

reinforcement for correct answers. Some pro-
grams motivate students to get wrong an-

This when a program more exciting
or feedback for wrong answers than for correct

The most famous example of this error oc-
curred in an version of a popular mIc[()cclmloul:er-
based math drill series. Each correct ans\ver

but tvvo or more v~/rong ans\vers
face that students found very

many students tried to answer in-
correctly to see it. The company corrected this but this

error still exists in other programs.

Relclted to

Drill and pnlctJiCe courseware activities were among the

Despite the mc:reclslflg eJ:nplhasis on nt'"hl"m

and higher order skills, it that form of drill
and practice courseware will be useful many

earliest and 11108t instructional uses of
comrmters and are sti]] used exterlsi'velv in schools. These

classrOOlns for some time to come. Such pragran1s address
needs for these and other reclUJre'd skills. Rather than

exercises such as worksheets. Orin course"ware nr,mrid,",

wrong skills. Drill and pnlctice courseware informs

• Immediate feedback. When students practlC:e skills

and P ..;;;hti,~", in Teachinj.;How to Use

on paper, Lhey frequently do not know until much later
whether or not they did their work To
a common saying, "Practice does not make
practice makes As work in-
correctly, students may the

noring drill and practice software
should seek to select and use these kinds of programs for
uses they can best acc:orrlplish.

several ackno\X/ledged benefits as comTJared to paper ex
erCIses:

Benefits of drill functions. Drill and practic:e programs
may be used whenever teachers feel the for on-paper

activities have frequently been shown to allow the effective
rehearsal students need to transfer newly learned informa
tion into memory (Merrill & Salisbury, 1984;

drill and is also the
mclliE~ned of the courseware activities, sometimes in

referred to among its critics as "drill and kill.
derision in part, from overuse,
authors have criticized teachers for drills

or for teaching functions that drills
ill suited to For example, teachers may ex-

students to drill and practice courseware as a way of
introdlucing new rather than just practicing and re-
inf'on:ing fan1iliar ones.

But the most common reason for the virulent
criticism of drill and courseware is its identifica-
tion an icon for what many con-
sider an outmoded to teaching. Critics claim that
int:roidw:;in:g isolated skills and directing students to pniCtlce
them r'"'p,,,,,,, contradicts the trend tov/ard restructured CUf-

corrections. This
errors in their

the skills in

accurate, so they can make
helps both
procedures) and retention
long-term memory for

• Motivaiion. Many students refuse to do the pnlctllce
they need on paper, either because failed much
that the whole idea is or have poor
handwriting skills, or simply dislike In these
cases, computer-based may motivate students
to do the practice they need. don't get im-
patient or give disgusted looks when a student a
wrong answer.
Saving teacher time" Since teachers do not have to

them immediately ,,'X/hether or not their responses are

order ones faster and morethem master

riculum in which students learn and use skills in an inte-
within the context of their own that

the skills.
curriculum increasingly prob-

lem and order skills, teachers still stu-
dents on-paper worksheets or for
many skills to help them learn and remember correct pro-
cedures. teachers feel that such practice stu-
dents more recall and use of basic skills as
pn~re(luisit(~s to advanced concepts. They like students to
have what Gagne and Bloom (1986) call automatic-

or automatic recall of these lower order skills to help

cites drill and practice as a worthwhile soft
ware substitute for paper worksheets. The usefulness of
drill programs in providing this kind of practice has been
well documented, but the programs seem especially popu
lar among teachers of students with learning disabilities

TT;~~;~,.., 0_ D ..... r>.-." 1 ()()'J. 1 nlV) \
rU1515111C> ~ DVVllC, 177,), 177L..J.

The are examples of skills for which students
could use a drill program to gain necessary proficiency:

present or grade drill and students can do this
activity essentially on their own while the teacher ad
dresses other student needs.

Classroom applications of arm functions. On some oc-
",u,,,vu,,, even the most creative and innovative teacher may
take advantage of the benefits of drill and course-
ware to have students isolated skills.
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To supplh~Jm(~nt or relP13lce \vorksheets and home-
work exercises. Whenever students have difficulty with

order from reading and writing to
m2lthl~matjcs, teachers may have to stop and identify spe
cific skills that these students lack and provide
the instruction and need to go forward, In
these cases, may a rehearsal activity to
make sure information is stored in long-term memory so
students can retrieve it Drills' motivation, immedi-
ate and can make it more productive
for students to required skills on the computer
rather than on paper,

• In for tests. Despite the new emphasis
on student po,rU'olios and other auLl)entic assessmentmeas-
ures, students can expect to take several kinds of objective
examinations in their education careers, When they need to
prepare to demonstrate of specific skills in impor-
tant examinations grades or for col-

entra.nce), drill and courseware can help them
focus on their deficiencies and correct theln. i\n exanlplle
mtl~gratl(m strat(~gyfor drill functions is shown in Technol
ogy Int'~gr.atic)J1 Idea 4.2.

drill and pr:lctilce.

limits. Teachers should limit the time de-
voted to drill to 10 to 15 TIlinutes per 1IllS

ensures that students will not become bored and that the
drill and will retain its effectiveness. Also,
teachers sure students have been introduced pre-

to the the drills; drill course-
ware should and to help students
retain their grasp of familiar concepts.

• Because self-pacing and per-
sonalized feedback are among the most powerful benefits

of drills, these activities usually work best for individual
computer use. However, some teachers with limited tech
nology resources have found other, ways to cap
italize on the motivational and immediate feedback
capabilities of drills. If all students in a class benefit from
pnrctllce in a skill using a drill program, the teacher may di
vide them into small groups to compete with each other for
the best group scores. The class could even be dividcd into
two groups for a "relay race" competition over which group
can complete the assignment the fastest with the most cor
rect answers.

Use stations. If not all students need the
kind of practice that a drill provides, the teacher may make
coursev;are one of several leaTuimg stations to serve 8tu-
dents with identified weaknesses in one or more skills.
The to using drill and is to match
its with the identified needs
of individual students.

Tutorial courseware uses the to deliver an entire
instructional sequence similar to a teacher's classroom in
struction on the topics. This instruction
to be complete enough to stand alone; the student should be
able to learn the topic without any help or other matcrials
from outside the coursevvare. Unlike other courseware ac-
tivities, tutorials are true teaching courseware. et al.

stated that good tutorial courseware should address
all instructional events. (See the discussion of
Events of Instruction in Chapter Gagne et al. show how
a tutorial may vary its strategies to events
different kinds ranging from verbal information
to complex applications of rules and problem solving.
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Source: Used by permission of IntellectLlm PillS.
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• Extensive interactlvlty. the most frequent criti
cism of tutorials is that they are "page-turners." that is, they

on mainframe or file server systems than on microcom
puters, some good tutorials are available on stand-alone
systems. Examples of these tutorials are given in Figures
4.3 and 4.4.

Being a good teacher is a difficult assignment for any
human, let alone a computer. However, courseware must

have found clever ways to explain and demonstrate con
cepts with graphics, succinct phrases or sentences, or audio
directions coupled with screen devices.

Some of the best tutorial courseware activities are in
packages that accompany newly purchased computers or
applications software, for example. Introduction to Mi-
f'~.~c-/\-r1- Ul/\~l,.. .. 'XTh;L:::> hltrn';<:'l1c -:1tOP fr\lln,-l n"'l.f\l'p fl'prlllpnth,
L-fVJVJl ,rVI1\..,J. ".iLl.l ...... lUl. ....n.~l.... ~·..:l u.~~. L'VU.ll ...... lll'Vl'--' Ll ....·'1. ........... ll" ... J

accomplish this task to fulfill tutorial functions. In addition
to meeting general criteria for good instructional course
ware, well-designed tutorial programs should also meet
several additional standards:

als, like good teachers, should require students to give fre
quent and thoughtful responses to questions and problems
and they should supply appropriate practice and feedback
to guide students' learning.

• Thorough user control. User control refers to sev
eral aspects of the program. First, students should always

Figure 4.4 Tutoria! on States of Matter from
Intellectum Plus's PhysicaElementa: States of Matter
The student sees a sequence of screens with explanations,
descriptions, and animated examples of solids, liquids, gases,
and how they can change states. After reading this description,
students can view animated demonstrations of these principles.

screen. The program should not go on to the next informa
tion or activity screen until the user presses a key or gives
some other indication of having completed the necessary
reading. Next, the program should offer students the flexi
bility to review explanations, examples, or sequences of

ask students to do very little other than read. Good tutori-

Source: SkillsBank Study Skills © 1996 SkilisBank Corporation. Used by
permission.

Figure 4.3 Tutorial on Study Skills from SkillsBank
Study Skills
In this "finding definitions" study skill, the student sees a
sequence of s~reens with expla~ations on how to locate and
use dictionary definitions. After reading this description and
seeing correct examples, the student is given practice items.

People Inay confuse drill activities \vith tutorial ones
for two reasons. First, drill courseware may provide elabo
rate feedback that reviewers may mistake for tutorial ex
planations required by Gagne's events 4 and 5. Even
courseware developers may claim that a package is a tuto
rial when it is, in fact, a drill activity with detailed feed
back. Second, a good tutorial should include one or more
practice sequences to address events 6 and 7, so reviewers
easily become confused about the primary purpose of the
package.

Tutorials often are categorized as linear and branching
tutorials (Alessi & Trollip, 2001). A simple, linear tutorial
gives the same instructional sequence of explanation, prac
tice, and feedback to all learners regardless of differences
in their performance. A more sophisticated, branching tuto
lial directs learners along alternate paths depending on how
they respond to questions and whether or not they show
mastery of certain parts of the material. Even branching tu

torials can range in complexity by the amount of branching
they allow and how fully they diagnose the kinds of in
struction a student needs.

Some tutorials also have computer-management capa
bilities; teachers may "tell" such a program at what level to
start for a student and get reports on each student's progress
through the instruction. Although a tutorial program does
not need these components, data collection and manage
ment features often make it more useful to teachers.

As the description of Events of Instruction implies, tu
torials are most often geared toward learners who can read
fairly welL usually older students or adults. Since tutorial
instruction is expected to stand alone, it is difficult to ex
plain or give appropriate guidance on-screen to a non
reader. However, some tutorials aimed at younger learners

Irl-------- DEFINITIONS ---------"I=J

"",!,.

I!I Dictionary definitions explain the meaning Df words. 11··,,·-..-· II
For example, the word udecrepit ll is defined below as ..•
"broken down":

de'Cre"'~ tdi-kreo'it1 adi L I, rT~:~
,I Sometimes the dic:::::r:O::dS a phrase or sentence 11:~=-~·--1
!1 (in italics) to show how the word might be used: II.""._'~'~'~~":_'.:'J

II Ilj~
II ;::-:=";l;::~~=":~.::':;,,: II!11
!'L--------'L J
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Self-

sequence can assist in several classroom sitlllatiolllS:

instructional tutorials should in
since few conceivable situations
able to an teacher. H()w(~vc:r,

• ~ejll-1)a(:etl rp1view"

students need repeated instruction
teacher's initial Some students be
to understand concepts and need additional time on them.
Others seem to learn better in a mode without
the pressure to move at the same the of the
class. Still others may need review before
can help these students by tutorials

How to Use TII1'....vii"'k in lei'lChmg

what order to present learning tasks. A teacher may choose
not to purchase a tutorial with sound instruetional se-
quence because it does not cover the the way he or she
Drics,~nts it Not surprisingly, courseware tend to
avoid programs that are problematic both to and
market.

of

stations to revievv previously pf!es(~nted

Benefits of tutorial functions. It is unfOltunate that mi
crocomputer tutorials are so rare; a tUiorial
on a nontrivial topic can be a valuable instructional tool.
Since a tutorial can include drill and pnlctlce rOlltin,es,
ful features include the same ones as for drins (irnrrledliat.e
feedback to learners and time the additional
benefit of for teacher

courses, eS1Jec;ially
as distance learmng, can help meet these studel1ts'

teacher works with other students.

•
vide alternative means of pn~sentlng

various Some
vanced ones, to structure their own learnl.ng
ties and proceed on their own. tutorial
students to much background material prior to
ing with a teacher or others to do assessment and/or
work ass:igllm,cnts.

•
students have problems when surge ahead of their
class rather than behind it. The teacher cannot

fUllctilons, tutorial functions are de:signed "rill""r',]"

individuals. on which of the

se-

then1

for this COlnes frOlTI the diflic:ullty

ahead to other instruction. The pro
nnwide trequ,ent opportunities for stu-

Adequlate am,wer-jtldging and feedback caIJlabiil
Wlle!1eV(~r piDssihl,e, programs should allow students

langu;ige and should accept all correct
POssllble variations of correct answers.

corrective feedback when
feedback after only one or two tries

•

nn',hlp"",: bec()mc still 1110re difficult because

criticism as drill and for
they deliver traditional

students create learn-
eXIJeriences thr,ouf;h g,ene~ratlve learning and de'veIIDP

tutorials are difficult to
that tutorials represent

cOIJnterr)r()idll(~ti\le uses of the COlllpute,r.
to meet criteria for good programs

contriblltirlg to this perception.
even for those who want

;S01ttware publishl~rs describe fewer pac;Kages
kind of microcomputer course-

de:~jgnjnlg and them. A we11-de
sectuc~nc:e emerges from extensive research

and its requirements for
can become involved.

what tasks the re-
seCtuc~nc:e sludents should follow, how best to
deJrnclnstrate essential concepts, common er-

to and how to nrCiVlcie
fec~dtmck to correct those errors. Tutorials

often work slowly on microcomput-
aq;er tutOl'ialls must delivered via learn-

them

to

gram should
dents

• AplJroIlriate
The structure should provide a sug-

reCIUlJred sequence of instruction that builds on
the content adequately. It should pro

vide sufficient and examples in both original
and remedial sequences. In sum, it should compare favor-

an teacher's sequence for the

"l'W'.'U/",ll some authors insist that graphics form
tutorial instruction & 1988), others em-

of to avoid interfering with
purpose of the instlllction 1988). Eiser is among

who recommend evaluation and record on
student of any tutorial.

tca,~hcrs fi'eq'uerltly dis,ag:ree about what
teach it most ettecl]v\~lv
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promotc~. a tLltorial may form a classroom learnin.!2 station
or m~IY be available for elK'cKout at an~ time in a li
brary/media center. !\'Jany successful lbeS of llllOrials have
been doeumented OVer the veal's (Arnett. 2000: CAl in \Iu
sic. 1994: Cann 8:: Seale. 1999: Graham. 1994. 1998: Krae
mel'. !990: Murray et a1.. !988: Steinberg &: Oberem.
:20(0). but microcomputer tutorials that fulfill the function,
listed stil! arc found but rarely in classroom lbe. r\lthough
they have wnsiderable value and are popular in militar~

and industrial training. schools and cullegL's hm e neVer
fully tapped their potential as teaching resources. The e\

pense of developing them and difficulty of marKeting them
may be to blame for this situation. Hmve\er. recent trends
tov\ard combining tutorial courseware with video media
and distance education may bring tutorial functions into
more common use (see Technology Integratill11 leka -t.3).

Simulation Activities

Simulations: Definition and Characteristics

A ,imulation is a computerized model of a reallH' imagined
~y~tc!l1 designed to teach 110\\' a syste!l1 \\·ork~. l.'nlike tuto
rial and drill and practice activities in \\hieh the .,tructure i,
built into the package. learners usually tmbt create their
ovvn sequence for using simulations. The person using the
coursewarc usually chooses tasKs and the order in v\hich to
do thetn. Alessi and Trollip (200 I) identify t\Vo main t~ pes
of simulatiom,; those that teach about something and those
that te~lch ho\\ tn do son1L'thing. They further divide the
"about" ,imulations into physical and iterativ'e types and
the~ di\ide the "hem to" simulatiuns into procedural ~l!1d

situational types.

Physical simulations. users manipulalL' objects or phe
nomena represented un the screen. Fur L''\ample. 'lUcknts
see ~elections of cllL'miL'als \vith inslrudiolb tu c\)mbine
them to see the result or the\ mav ,ee hu\\ \~tri()lIS electri
cal circuits operak'. I SeL' Figure 4.:".)

Iterative simulations. These spL'ed up or slu\\' d\l\\'n
prClL'esses that usually either taKe so long or happen so
quickly that slUdents could nut urdinal'il~ see the events un
Cold. For e'\amplc. l'uurse\\are may,huv\ the eHects of
ehangc.s in demographic variables un pupulatiun gru\\th or
the dkcts of cll\'ironmenul faL'tur, on ecus~ ,tellb. ,-",.1 ess i
;tnd Trullip (:2001) rekr to thi, type a, "iter~lti\e" bCCllhC
the studcnt can run it mer and over ;lgain \\ ith dilTerent val
ues. observing the results eaL'h time. Biulogical simulatiuns
like those on genetics art~ pllpular. sincc they help students
e'\periment with natural l[1\v, like the la\v, of genetics by
pairing aninl,ds \yith ~i\"t:n chardcl('ri~tic~ and ~hu\\'ing the
resulting offspring.

Procedural simulations. The,e ~Idivitie' leacll the ~IPPro

priatc sequences of steps to ]lL'rform certain prucedures.
They inelude diagnostic programs. in \\hiL'h slUdents try to
identify the sources uf medical or mechanical problems.
and night sinlldators. in \\"hich ...~tudcnt>~ ~"\inlu!atc piluling
an airplane or other \L'hicle le.g .. ,\/iUllSO/1 nighl Silllil/(/
IIII' shO\\n in Chapter :2!.

Situational simulations. These progl'ams give slUdents
hypothetical problem silUation, and ~lsk thL'm to read.
Sume simulations allov\ for \'~lrious succL'ssful 'tr~ltegies

Sitch ;IS l~tliTllT stlldpnts nLI\ rhe sloC'k J1l:lI'L,t Ill' ()"pr:ltp------ ---- -------c ".. -------.- .. '---or· .--- - .--_." .... _.~ .. _L • - 1---·-

businesses. Others have n1O.,t eksir~lbk and 1c~lst desirabk
options such as choices \\hen encuunteri ng a potentially
volatile c1assroomsituati\lll. I See Figure 4.6.1

Integration of Tutorial Courseware
TITLE: Interacrive ,-\]gebra

CONTENT AREA/TOPIC: Mathematics/algebra

GRADE LEVEL: \1ic!c!!e to high ,ehoo!

NETS FOR STUDENTS: Standards 3. 4

DESCRIPTION: Swclenls can use this software as a review after the material has been introduced in class
to help ensure that they understdnd the concepls and arc prepared for taking end-of-year exams. Teach-
ers introduce each of the algt'bra concepts in the usual \\'ay. l-Io\\-c\'c:r.instcad or as~jgning \vorkshccb or
other practice to make sure student' und"rsland and remember concepts. the teacher 'b,igns each slUdent
to go through the software tutorial sequence on the ropic. Then the teacher hulcls a coupc'ratile I'uund
table review. This reviel\' is especially important for more complex concepts such as "What du the slope
and .\-y coordinates in a lin"ar cquation mean'?" As studenls slate one thing the) remember about the
topic. the teacher or une (lithe studenTS cllter~ the contribution into a C()lnputer l:onnectcd to a projection
system for all to see. SlUclents continue adding information. asking questioll'. and gi\ing comments
aboul the topic. until the teacher feel> that they have an adequate comprehension uf the concepts.
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Figure 4.5 Simulation on Electricity from Edmark's Virtual Labs:
Electricity
This program provides images of batteries. switches, resistors, and elements
Iweessarv to create and test electrical circuits. The student selects elements,
places th'em on a simulated board. and tests them. The program illustrates how
they work when properlv assembled.

Source: Used by permission of Ecllllad< Corp<xation.

These types only clarify the various forms a simulation
might take. Teuchers need not classify a gil'en simulation
iniO one qfthe.y(! cotegories. They need to kno\v only' that all
simulations shcm students what happens in given situations
when they choose certain actions. Simulations usually em
phasize learning about the system itself, rather than learning

general problem-solving strategies. For example. a program
called The Factory has students build products by selecting
machines and placing them in the correct sequence. Since
the program emphasizes solving problems in correct se
quence rather than manufacturing in factories. it should
probably be called a problem-solving activity rather than a

Figure 4.6 Simulation from MAXIS/Electronic Arts' SimCity 2000T\\

This popular sil1lllLliion lets users build their own cities. create a budget for them, populate them. and run them, including responding to
illtermittent disasters.
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simulation. Programs such as SimCity (MAXISlElectronic
Arts), which let students design their own Cltles, provide more
accurate examples of building simulations (Adams, 1998).

Since simulations promote such widely varied pur
poses, it is difficult to provide specific criteria for selecting
high-quality ones. By one frequently cited criterion, fi

delity, a more realistic and accurate representation of a sys
tem makes a better simulation (Reigeluth & Schwartz,
1989). However, even this is not a criterion for judging all
simulations (Alessi, 1988). Reigeluth and Schwartz de
scribe some design concerns for simulations based on in
structional theory. They list important simulation
components including a scenario, a model, and an instruc
tional overlay that lets learners interact with the program.
Since the screen often presents no set sequence of steps,
SilTIulations-more than most coursevvare-need good ac
companying documentation. A set of clear directions helps
the teacher learn how to use the program and show the stu
dents how to use it rapidly and easily.

issues Related to Simulations

Most educators acknowledge the instructional usefulness
of simulations; however, some are concerned about the ac
curacy of the programs' models. For example, when stu
dents see simplified versions of these systems in a
controlled situation, they may get inaccurate or imprecise
perspectives on the systems' complexity. Students may feel
they know all about how to react to situations because they
have experienced simulated versions of them. Many edu
cators feel especially strongly that situational simulations
must be followed at some point by real experiences. Many
teachers of very young children feel that learners at early
stages of their cognitive development should experience
things first with their five senses rather than on computer
screens.

Some simulations are viewed as complicated ways to
teach very simple concepts that could just as easily be
demonstrated on paper, with manipulatives, or with real ob
jects. For example, students usually are delighted with the
simulation of the food chain called Odell Lake, a program
that lets students see what animals prey on what other ani
mals in a hypothetical lake. However, some wonder
whether or not such a computer simulation is necessary or
even desirable to teach this concept. Hasselbring and Gain
(1993) point out that students can often master the activi
ties of a simulation without actually developing effective
problem-solving skills; on the contrary, such applications
actually can encourage counterproductive behaviors. For
example, some simulations initially provide little informa
tion with which to solve problems, and students are reduced
to "trial-and-error guessing rather than systematic analysis
of available information" (p. 156). Teachers must carefully
structure integration strategies so that students will not use
simulations in inappropriate ways.

Simulations are considered among the most potentially
povv'crful computer courseware resources; hOw'CVCf, as \vith

most courseware, their usefulness depends largely on the
program's purpose and how well it fits in with the purpose
of the lesson and student needs. Teachers are responsible
for recognizing the unique instructional value of each sim
ulation and using it to best advantage.

How to Use Simulations in Teaching

Benefits of simulation functions. Sinlulations have long
been recognized for their unique teaching capabilities. De
pending on the topic, a simulation can provide one or more
of the following benefits (Alessi & Trollip, 200 I):

• Compress time. This feature is important whenever
students study the growth or development of living things
(e.g., pairing animals to observe the characteristics of their
offspring) or other processes that take a long time (e.g., the
movement of a glacier). A simulation can make something
happen in seconds that normally takes days, l11onths, or
longer. Consequently, feedback is faster than in real life and
students can cover more variations of the activity in a
shorter time.

• Slow down processes. Conversely, a simulation can
also model processes normally invisible to the human eye
because they happen so quickly. For example, physical ed
ucation students can study the slowed-down movement of
muscles and limbs as a simulated athlete throws a ball or
swings a golf club.

• Get students involved. Simulations can capture
students' attention by placing them in charge of things and
asking that most motivating of questions: "What would you
do?" The results of their choices can be immediate and
graphic. It also allows users to interact with the program in
stead of just seeing its output.

• Make experimentation safe. Whenever learning
involves physical danger, simulations are the strategy of
choice. This is true any time students are learning to drive
vehicles, handle volatile substances, or react to potentially
dangerous situations. They can experiment with strategies
in simulated environments that might result in personal in
jury to themselves or others in real life.

• Make the impossible possible. This is the most
powerful feature of a simulation. Very often, teachers sim
ply cannot give students access to the resources or the situ
ations that simulations can. Simulations can show students
what it would be like to walk on the moon or to react to
emergencies in a nuclear power plant. They can see cells
mutating or hold countrywide elections. They can even de
sign new societies or planets and see the results of their
choices.

• Save money and other resources. Many school
systems are finding dissections of animals on a computer
screen much less expensive than on real frogs or cats and
just as instructional. (It also is easier on the animals!) De
pending on the subject, a simulated experiment may be just
as effective as a learning experience but at a fraction of the
cost.
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• Repeat with variations. Unlike real life, simula
tions let students repeat events as many times as they wish
and with unlimited variations. They can pair any number of
cats or illake endless airplane landings in a variety of con
ditions to compare the results of each set of choices,

• Make situations controllable. Real-life situations
often are confusing. especially to those seeing them for the
first time. When many things happen at once, students have
difficulty focusing on the operation of individual compo
nents. Who could understand the operation of a stock mar
ket by looking at the real thing without some introduction?
Simulations can isolate parts of activities and control the
background noise. This makes it easier for students to see
what is happening later when all the parts come together in
the actual activity.

Classroom applications of simulation functions. Real
systems are usually preferable to simulations, but a simula
tion can suffice when a teacher considers the real situation
too time consuming, dangerous, expensive, or unrealistic
for a classroom presentation. Simulations should be con
sidered in the following situations, keeping in mind that the
real activity is preferable:

II In place of or as supplements to lab experiments.
When adequate lab materials are not available, teachers
should try to locate computer simulations of the required
experiments. Many teachers find that simulations offer ef
fective supplements to real labs, either to prepare students
for making good use of the actual labs, or as follow-ups
with variations on the original experiments without using
up consumable materials. Some simulations actually allow
users to perform experiments that they could not otherwise
manage or that would be too dangerous for students (see
Technology Integration Idea 4.4).

• In place of or as supplements to role playing.
When students take on the roles of characters in situations,

computer simulations can spark students' imaginations and
interests in the activities. However, many students either
refuse to role play in front of a class or get too enthusiastic
and disrupt the classroom. Computerized simulation can
take the personal embanassment and logistical problems
out of the learning experience and make classroom role
playing more controllable.

• In place of or as supplements to field trips. See
ing an activity in the real setting can be a valuable experi-
ence. especially for young children. Sometimes, ho\veyer,
desired locations are not within reach of the school and a
simulated experience of all or part of the process is the next
best thing. As with labs, simulations provide good intro
ductions or follow-ups to field trips.

• Introducing a new topic. Courseware that allows
students to explore the elements of an environment in a
hands-on manner frequently provides students' first in
depth contact with a topic. This seems to accomplish sev
eral purposes. First, it is a nonthreatening way to introduce
new terms and unfamiliar settings. Students know that they
are not being graded, so they feel less pressure than usual
to learn everything right away. A simulation can become
sinlply a get-acquainted look at a topic. Simulations can
also build students' initial interest in a topic. Highly
graphic, hands-on activities draw them into the topic and
\\'het their appetite to learn more. Finally, some softv.are
helps students see how certain prerequisite skills relate to
the topic; this may motivate students more strongly to learn
the skills than if the skills \-vere introduced in isolation froDl
the problems to which they apply. An example ofthis is De
cisions! Decisions! software by Tom Snyder on social stud
ies topics such as the U.S. Constitution and elections.

• Fostering exploration and process learning.
Teachers often use content-free simulationJproblem
solving software as motivation for students to explore their
own cognitive processes. Since this kind of courseware

I
'I Directed Integration of Simulation Courseware

TITLE: Earthquake!

CONTENT AREA/TOPIC: Earth science concepts

GRADE LEVEl: Elementary

NETS FOR STUDENTS: Standards 3, 5, 6

DESCRIPTION: Students learn to work cooperatively with a group to perform an experiment to explain
the movement of an earthquake. The teacher begins with a basic review of an earthquake and its causes
and discusses tectonic plates and the role they play in the earth's crust. Students build a simulated build
ing, start up the software, and set up the seismoscope according to directions in the instruction manuaL
They simulate earthquakes by shaking the table as the software collects data. Students review data gath
ered and discuss how they show that an earthquake has occurred.

Source: Smith, K. 992 Earthquake~ The Florida Technology il1 Education Quarterly, 4,2'. 68-70.
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Insltrw:tio,nal Games: LJelriniltion

are. Teach-

Allen, 1993; ,-,LUll'vll, 1991,
more simulations currently are in develoj:lmient and feature
videodisc and online to combine the C,V.'lllUl,

and interactive features of simulations
with the visual impact of real-life and
processes.

Simmons & Lunetta, I
lations is also popular in

no matter ho\v instructional or mativational
ers intersperse games with other activities to hold attention
or to rewards for other activities.

As with simulations, the described here
merely illustrate the various forms an instructional game
may take. Teachers should not feel that have to clas-

specific games into But it to
recognize the common characteristics that instructional
games apart from other of courseware: game

Instructional games are courseware whose function
crease motivation by adding rules to leaTIllng
ties. Even though teachers often use them in the
as drill and practice or simulation courseware,
ally are listed as a separate courseware
instmctional connotation to students
When students know they will game,
fun and entertaining activity because of the ch:aUI3nf;e
competition and the potential for winning V",:LIlCIC,J,

Wetzel, & Whitehill, 1 classroom instruc-
tion should not consist

reCluires students to learn no specific content, it is easier to
get them to concentrate on problem-solving and

wCirking tOiseiher on a product. For exarrlpl,e, a simulation

Gllid,elililes for simulation functions. Simulations
more versatile implementation than tutorials or drills.

work equally effectively with a whole
small groups, or individuals. A teacher may choose to in-
traduce a lesson to the class by displaying a simulation or

strat(~gies. Hc)wever. \vith content-free pnx1l1cts, it is even
more than usual that teachers draw comrlariscms
between skills from the courseware activities and those in
the content areas to which they want to transfer the experi-
ence. For The Incredible (Sunburst)
presents an emphasis on science process skills that
the teacher may want to point out. These kinds of activities
may be introduced at any time, but it seems more fruitful to
use them prior to content area activities that will re-

the same processes.
• Encouraging and group work.

Sometimes a simulated demonstration can capture stu
dents' attention quickly and effectively and interest them in

on or colonization might be the a
teacher needs to launch a group project in a social studies
unit Integration Idea 4.5).

to divide the class into small groups and let each solve
prclblemB. Because instigate discussion and coopera-
tive so simulations usually are considered more
ap!Jropriate for and small groups than for individuals.
H()WI~VC~r, individual use is not precluded.

The market offers many simulations, but it often is dif
ficult to locate one on a desired topic. The field of science
seems to include more simulations than any other area (An-

1991; Richards, 1992; Ronen, 1992;

ration in social

The Computing Teacher, 20(2), 14-15,
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How to Use In~;irucii(mi:li Games in Teac·hi,ng

Several kinds of instructional opportunities invite teachers
to take advantage of the motivational of games:

• In of worksheets and exercises. This role re~

sembles that of drill and practice In~

tegration Idea
To foster and group work.. Like simula-

many instructional games serve as the basis for
or introductions to group work. A interactive
and motivational qualities help interest students in the
topic and present opportunities for among
groups.

• "'~s a re,vard.. Perhaps the ll10St cornrnon use of games
is to reward good work. This is a valid role for instruc
tional courseware, but teachers should avoid overuse
of it. Otherwise, the game can lose its motivational
value and become an "electronic " Some
schools bar games from classrooms for fear
that vvrill overemphasize the need for students to
be entertained

employ them (Henderson, Klemes, &
Smith, & Noah, 1998).

Although students obviously find many
games and stimulating, educational value SOIIle

times is difficult to pinpoint Teachers must to balance
the motivation that instructional gaInes bring to

the classroom time they take away from nongame
str::tteJgies. For students may become immersed in
the of the Carmen Sandiego but more ef-
ficient \vays to teach geography may be as HH)trvaitmg.
Successful uses of games have been in many con-
tent areas 1993; Muckerheide, MogilL &
1999; Trotter, 1991).

Instructional Game from Sunburst
C<)!11!muY!!catiiO!ls' Ho,/v the lA/est t1~s One Three

be useful in fostering higher order
their usefulness on how teachers

instructional
but

Reiated to instructionai Games

teachers believe that any time they can sneak
learmng in under the of game, it is altogether a good

Other teachers believe that stu
dents can become confused about which part of the

the may then have
their skill to later nongalne situa

the teacher's manual for Sunburst's
One + Three Four reminds teachers

stuldents can confuse the math operations rules
rules and that teachers must help them rec

on math rules and use them out-

A classroom without clements of games and fun would be
baITen for students to traverse. In their re-

view of the effectiveness of games for educational pur-
Randel al. found that games are

inl"I'rpc:lincr than traditional instruction is both a basic
them well consistent finding" (p.
observed that retention over time favors the use

Yet many educators believe that
eSiJe,:iaily cOJmp,ut(~r-ilJaE;ed ones, are overused and

Other teachers believe games
co.ovinc:e students from and
that draw attention from the intrinsic value and
motivation of Critics also feel that winning the
game student's focus and the instruc-
tional purpose lost in the of this goal. Observers
disagJree abollt 'vvhether lost in the garne is a benefit

nr.. Mr..nYV\0',
HVHCCLlllc;

Since instructional games often anl0unt to drills or
simulations overlaid with game rules Figure the
same such better reinforcement for correct an
swers than for incorrect ones, should apply to most games.
When Malone examined the evidence on what
makcs he found that the most popular
games included elements of adventure aIld uncertainty and
levels of matched to learners' abilities. HO\v

should examine instructional games care-
their value both educational and motivational

tools. Teachers should also assess the amount of physical
dC"KtCTity that games of students and make sure that
students \x/ill not be frustrated instead of motivated the

Games that call for violence or combat need
sCI'eenillg, not to avoid parent criticism, but

often the attraction of these ac-
than and because such games

sometimes females as of violence.

elements of or and or en
tertaiJoinlg formats. These elements generate a set of men
tal and emotional in students that make

instructional activities different from
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J

Integration of Instructional Game Courseware:
Practicing Math Rules of Operation
TiTlE: Please! Please! Remember :Vly Dear Aunt SaJly!

CONTENT ARENTOPIC: Mathematics-order of mathematics operations

GRADE lEVEl: Middle school

NETS FOR STUDENTS: Standards 1.3

DESCRiPTiON: Befun:: beginning instruction, use worksheets to ensure that all students kno\v basic math
operations and symbols (-+-, -, X, 7); reteach if necessary. Demonstrate the game to the students and
let them play it as a group activity. Make sure the students know that the order of operations is a mathe
matical rule that always applies and not a game rule applicable only to this program. Explain the
mnemonic "Please, Please Remember My Dear Annt Sally" and the meaning of the order of operations.
Worksheets help students practice and remember these rules; the teacher checks and assists with their
\vork. When all students seem able to \vork L~e problenls, denl0nstrate lfT~VV/O and rcvicvv' the rules.
Students practice one game as a group. Make arrangements for students to practice their skills on the
game in the classroom or compnter lab for a large group activity. Students help each other play the game
against the computer. Give special recognition to students who win the most games in a period.

Source: Culpeper! G., ,1vlyers, E I and Roblyer, M. u.[1991'i. [-'lease, please remeillbel

rl·olJleln-·SoiV~rl'!!Courseware

Prob!em=So!ving Coursc\vare: Definition and
Characteristics

Teachers may find the topic of problem solving both allur
ing and perplexing. No goal in education seems more im
poriant today than making students good problem solvers,
yet no area is as ill defined and difficult to understand. Even
scientists have difficulty defining problem solving.
Funkhouser and Dennis (1992) quoted an earlier author as
saying that "Problem solving [means] the behaviors that re
searchers who say they are studying problem solving,
study" (p. 338). Sherman (1987-1988) was somewhat
more specific, claiming that all problem solving involves
three components: recognition of a goal (an opporrunity for
solving a problem), a process (a sequence of physical ac
tivities or operations), and mental activity (cognitive oper
ations to pursue a solution). Sherman said that problem
solving is a relatively sophisticated mental ability that is
difficult to learn and that it is highly idiosyncratic. That is,
problem-solving ability depends on "kl1o\vledge~ prior ex
perience, and motivation, and many other attributes" (p. 8).

This definition of problem solving covers a wide vari
ety of desired component behaviors. The literature men
tions such varied subskills for problem solving as
metacognition, observing, recalling information, sequenc
ing, analyzing, finding and organizing information, infer
ring, predicting outcomes, making analogies, and
formulating ideas. Since even the definition of problem
solving inspires ongoing controversy in education, it is not
surprising that opinions differ dramatically about the
proper role of courseware and other technology products in
helping to foster this important capability. The positions

clear Aunt Sallyl Ihe "'-Iorida Technology in Education Quartcrl,I', ](2), 87-813.

lean toward two general ways in which teachers can view
problem solving. Which of these views a teacher uses will
determine the strategy for teaching problem solving and the
application of related technology resources.

Two views on fostering problem solving. Some teachers
view problem solving as a high-level skill that can be taught
directly. at least in part, by specific instmction and practice in
its component strategies and subskills. Others suggest placing
snrdents in problem-solving environments and, with some
coaching and guidance, letting them develop their own heuris
tics for attacking and solving problems. Although the purposes
of the two views overlap somewhat, one is directed more to
ward supplying prerequisite skills for specific kinds of prob-
lenl solving. The ot.~er view aims more tov/ard moti'v'ating
students to attack problems and to recognize solving problems
as an integral part of everyday life. Blosser (1988) confirms
this dichotomy, saying that "Problem solving includes ... an
attitude or predisposition toward inquiry as well as the actual
processes by which individuals ... gain knowledge" Students
need to combine these two elements: teachers mnst make on-
going adjustments to the amount of tilne they spend on each
kind of approach in each of several content areas.

Two types of problem-solving courseware for directed
instruction. Tv:;o distinct types of course\vare purport to
teach problem-solving skills. One is specific to teaching
content area skills, primarily in mathematics. (For exam
ple, The Geometric Supposer by Sunburst encourages stu
dents to learn strategies for solving geometry problems by
drawing and manipulating geometric figures.) The other
type of problem-solving software focuses on general, con
tent-free skills such as recalling facts. brea.k.ing a problem
into a sequence of steps, or predicting outcomes. For ex-
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Figure 4.10 Problem Solving with Geometry from
The Geometer's Sketchpad
This IJrOQTc111l is a dvn3111ic construction and exoloration tool.
Stud~ntsVconstl"Uct~n object anel its m;thematiul
properties the ohject the rnousc. Thc\' first
visualize a problcm, Jnd then make conJectmes
before attemllti ng a pmof,

Names versus skills. As mentioned earlier. courseware

packages use many terms to describe problem solving and

This program shows a video challenging to find homes
for each of several displaced aliens circling Earth in a
spaceship, The software oifers a of tools to let students
reseal'eh planets and tlloons in our

SOUtH': The CC'()f)J('/er's Skclchpad''';

Stlu'1 .. Eme!"\",'ille, CA. Y4GOU.I-800-995-tvIATH.

Figure 4.11 Problem-Solving Environment from
Alien Rescue

Issues Related to Problem-Solving Courseware

might be called problem-solving "'environments" These
more complex, multifaceted packages offer a variety of
tools to allow students to create solutions to problems pre

sented by video scenario (Alien Rescue, Lniversity of
Texas), See Figures 4,8 through 4,11 for cxamples,

Source Lisee! 11\ IX'I-Illi<;_~i()n 01 S~ll1hllrSl ClJrnrnunicatjo!ls.

Figure 4.9 Problem Solving of Confirmation Bias
from Sunbuist Communications' The King"s Rule
Studcllts arc a number pattern (e.g.! .), 10/ l_~i 2m t:lIld
must the rule that results in the pattern by enlel'ing
othel' nUl11llel' seCJucnces that also follow the rule, This program
helps address the problel11 of "confirmation bias" thai results
when students iail to g;lther sufficient evidence before giving an
aIlS\Vcr.
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Figure 4.8 Problem Solving of Sequence Skills from
Sunburst Communications' The Factory
By selecting () sequence of machines to create a given product,
students leam thilt must be analyzed and solved in J

Cenai!l order tn c1psirpd results.

ample, Sunburst's Memory Castle is dcsigned to help stu

dents rcmcmber instructions and follow directions,
Most course\\:are is specifically designed to focus on

one of these two approachcs: however, some authors point
out that programs can help teach problem solving without
being specifically dcsigned to do so (Gore, 1987-1988),
Courscware implements numerous approaches to teach
cach of these kinds of skills, Some use challenge strategies

(The King's Rule by Sunburst): others use PUZZIc games
(So(ori ,<,'eorrh by Sunburst), adventure games (Curmen

Sandiego by The Learning Company; My Make Bclie1'c

Castle by Logo Computer Systems), or simulation ap
proaches (7he filctorY by Sunburst), Still others are what

1

r
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their exact meanings are not always clear. Terms that ap
pear in courseware catalogs as synonyms for problem solv
ing include thinking skills, critical thinking, higher ]e\el
thinking. highcr order cognitive outcomes, reasoning, use
of logic. and decision ll1aking. In ligbt of this diversity of
language, teachers can identify the skills that a eourscwarc
package addresses by looking at its activities. For example,
a courseware package may claim to teach inference skills.
One \vDuld have to sec how it defines i11ference by C'xalTIin
ing the tasks it presents, which may range from determin
ing the next number in a sequence to using visual clues to
predict a pattern.

Courseware claims versus effcctiveness. It would be dif
ficult to find a courseware catalog that did not claim that its
products foster prohlenl solving~ HOV../CV'--T, rC\V puhlishcl"1.;
of courseware packages that purport to teach specific prob
lem-solving skills have data to support their claims. When
students playa gamc that requires skills related to problem
solving. they do not necessarily learn these skills. They
may enjoy the game thoroughly and even be suceessfu] at
il \vithout1earning any of the intendeu skills. Teachers rnay
have to do their own field testing to confirm that course
warc is achicving the results they want.

Possible harmful effects of directed instruction. Some
researchers believe that direct attempts to teach problelll
solving strategies actually can be counterproductive for
some students. Mayes (1992) reports on studics that found
"teaching-sequenced planning to solve problems to high
ability learners could interfere with their own etlective
processll1g" (p. 243). In a review of research on problem
solving in science, Blosser (J 988) also found indications
that prohlem-solving instruction may not have the dcsired
results if the instructional strategy does not suit certain
kinds of students. for example. students with high math
anxiety and low visual preference or proportional reaSDn
ing abilities will profit from instruction in problem sohing
only if it empioys visual approaches.

The problem of transfer. Although some educators fcel
that general problem-solving skills such as inference and
pattern rc.cogril11011 Will transfer to content-arca skills, scant

evidence supports this view. In the 1970s and 1980s. for ex
ample. many schools taught programming in mathematics
classes under the hypothesis that the planning and se
quencing skills required for programming would transfer to

prohlem-solving skills in math. Research results never sup
ported this hypothesis. In general, research tends to show
that skill in one kind of problenl solving will transfer pri-
marily to similar kinds of problems that use the same solu
tion strategies. Researchers have identified nothing like
"general thinking skills," except in relation to intelligence
(lQ) variahles.

How to Use Problem-Solving Courseware
in Teaching

Benefits, app1ications~ and guidelines for ilsing directed
strategies with problem-solving courseware. Integra
tion of courseware into direct teaching of problem-solving
skills places even more responsihility than usual on teach
ers. Usually, teachers want to teach clearly defined skills.
To teach problem solving. they must decide which particu
lar kind of prohiem-sol ving ahility students need to acquire
and hoy\' best to foster it. Fur cxarnplc, Stokes (1999) rcc
ommends that students use a teacher-designed reflection
sheet and keep a log of prohlem-solving strategies and out
comes. With clearly identified skills and a definite teaching
strategy, problem-solving courseware has unique ahilities
to help focus students' attention on req uired aetivities. This
kind of courseware can get students to apply and practice
desired behaviors specific to a content area or more general
abilities in problem solving. These six steps can hclp teach
ers to integrate courseware for these purposes:

1. IdGl1tify problem-solving skills or gencral capabilities
to build or foster skills in:

a. solving onc or more kinds of contcnt-area problems
(building algebra equations);

b. using a scientific approach to problem solving
(identifying the problem, posing hypotheses. plan
ning a systematic approach): and

c. components of prohlem solving such as following
a sequcnce of steps or recalling facts.

2. Decide on an activity or a series of activities that would
help teach the desired skills (sec Technology Integra
tion Idea 4.7).

3. Examine courseware to locate matcrials that closely
match the desired abilities, remembering to not judge
capabilities on the basis of vendor claims alone.

4. Determine where the courseware fits into the teaching
sequence (for example, to introduec thc :;kill and gain
attention Of as a practice activity aftei dell1011strating
problem solving or hoth).

5. Demonstrate the courseware and the steps to follow in
solving problems.

6. Build in transfer activities and lnakc students aware of
the skills they are using in the courseware.

Bcnefits, applications, and guidelincs for using con
structivist strategies with problem-solving courseware.
Like many technology resources, some software with prob
lenl-solving functions can be enlployed in directed ways,
but are designed for implementation using more construc
tivist models. These models give studcnts no direct training
in or introduction to solving problems; rather they place
students in highly motivational prohlem-solving environ-
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each student's needs.
Promote a reflective le!:rrulin.g e.nvirconrne.nt; let students

amount of direction and aSE;istance, depellding on

talk about their work and the methods use.
Stress thinking processes rather than correct answers.
Point out the relationship of courseware and ac
tivities to other kinds of problem
Let studel1ts work together in or small groups.
For assessments, use alternatives to traditional paper
and-pencil tests.

Problem-solving and sinlulation activities vvork
"llllll.<U.') in constructivist models that it usually is difficult
to differentiate between them. Integration for ei
ther usually are the same.

nals
H()w(~ver. a new way of providing

the curriculum online via the
thl'ough a local network.

Int1cgrated learning systems
and the most courseware pnJUllcts,
prim11riJ.y because they are more than just courseware and
because require more than one computer to am them.
From the time they were introduced in the 1970s un
til ILSs were computer networks: a combination
of instruction and management systems that ran on tenni-

and

students op-

eXP1()re and interact

nrolJ>lelm-solviilll! soft,vare.. Seven

UHJ V lU,-" some structure in the
work schedule, and organ

discw;sirlg results.

disco'ver conc,epls themselves, which
!TI()!1\;aIIll!J than being told or, as con

Df()!!rwr.rm(?d with the information

tealchers ml.egrate problem-solving courseware
COllSU'uc:tivist models:

01e'leVllIV, constructivists claim that this kind of
klll:Jwledl!.!e and skills from becoming inert be

stuldents opportunities to see how information
learn the knowledge and

rr)11<.tnlrti;vi<tQ believe this kind of experience
that students will

pnlctJICe content-area, re
prclble:ms they find int(~res'ting

ex,lmjJle, to succeed in the Carmen
students must acquire both some

some ability to use reference
that accompany the Also, they must

jeanlJlng with deductive skills to attack and
(Robinson & Schonborn,

ments and encourage them to work in groups to solve prob-
]eIll~. D(~aruen and Martin describe such a strategy

Df()bJenl-soJ11Jn!.! software combined with a listserv
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empJl1asis on individualized lDstrl1cti()n

expeillsive alternatives to the
how difficult it would be to find

expensive" (p. 25). ILS prol10m;nts,
that the students who the
ILSs m'e those whose needs
meet (Bender, 1991; I
ILS proponents say there
help potential dropouts in school
deficiencies of students with
point to studies and from tezlchers
the years that attest to the motivational qu;alities

students to work at their own pace
cess each time they work on the "'V:~LClll.

costs

tivities available on an
pnlctllce to extensive illtnn"l~

ward complete tutorial SVi,tCJIIlS mi.en:ue:u
ers in entire in:;tfiLlellonal

includes instrnction
quence of skills in a
cover all discrete mathematics

1 through 6.

Ii Lessons and tests comrllelted
• missed on

centages
• Numbers of correct and inc:orre(:t
Ii Time spent on eaeh lesson and
!I Pretest and data.

records of student progress.
progress reports across groups

kinds of information

where

drill and
and tool
detailed

deJtll1JiI1g schoolwide cur-

a combination

LU,'H"GV (1991, p. 21) include the tOllOWIUg

cOlLlrs,eWLlIe and software are housed
COlmp,ut(;r or server, which students may access

Internet. As each student

market in the 1970s were
practi,;e (j,~I,,!'pnr svsten1S desi,gnc:dto imrlro\re

perfC![1rlanlCe on the isolated skills measured

an lLS capable of
on individual student and pelrforman(;e
sllnnivlniJ primtiJuits of this information to teachers.

In

Instructional specified, with each lesson
tied to those obiec:ti\'cs

Regardless of the an is character-
shopping" approach to

courseware, what Brush (1998) refers to as
plc:mcil1tlrticm process for int'3gratirlg clompUiter-ba:,ed
cation into cuniculum"

instructional in one place, as a
cOm~)lelte with technical maintenance and teacher train

8tr,en,gthls like prepared curricula and ease
pelrsonnel need not know a great deal

characteristics of an

• into the standard cuniculum
• that spans several levels in compre-

fashion

Oo'wnloaasJ student asslgnmc:nts
nr''t'F,prk to records

on the
aSf;ig:omlcnts for work on the

rei;]eWlng ILS pnnt(mts,

Mlmagelneillt s~/steims that collect and record results of

ricuhlm rather than individual lessons.

stanuLlIdized tests. These se]lt-(~011ta.ini;;d,mainframe-based
sv:,tems prc:dated the microcomputer era, and did not
run any softwLlIe besides their own. Usually housed in

were for use in pull-out programs to supple-
ment teachers' classroom activities, that students were

out of classrooms daily or and sent to ILS
labs for remedial or reinforcement work. these
sy:,te:ms have evolved into multipurpose that can
run software and courseware other than their own: they can

of instructional from enrich-
comr)lete curriculum. As with other media such as

vicleodiscs, school districts view ILSs as alternatives to tra
ditional classroom materials such as textbooks. Brush re-

that of 1998, estimates \vere that betvlcen 11 CJ{;

and 25% of all O.S. schools owned IT "Ss.

Research on ILS When Becker (
his summary of some 30 studies of ILS he
found widely varied results with various imph~mentation

methods and systems. Students lend to do
what better with ILSs than with other and
were sometimes to non-ILS methods.
But Becker found no for successful and
unsuccessful ILSs. He concluded that data not suffi-
cient either to support or oppose the of ILS in
a school or district.

A subsequent large-·sc;ale
rCipo.rted by :mel Vnrk",l1 (I ';J';J;l-·L'."J'_1)

found no differences on statewide achievement
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between schools who did and did not use an ILS. An ex
tensive study of ILS use in New York City schools reported
varying results (Miller. 1997). However, Brush, Arm
strong, and Barbrow (1999) found that two different re
sources offered in the same ILS had different impacts on
achievement. Individualized software designed to provide
foundations instruction had less impact than software that
could be selected by teachers to supplement their own in
struction. In summary. it seems to be as Van Dusen and
Worthen (1995) observed: The impact of ILS varies greatly
with implementation methods.

Concerns about the role of ILSs. In a follow-up to his lit
erature review on ILS uses, Becker (1994) criticized uses of
ILSs that encourage "mindless adherence to the principle of
individualized instruction" (p. 78). Brush (1998) agreed
with Becker. finding that "... lack of teacher involvement
(in ILS use) has led to improper coordination between class
room-based and computer-based instructional activities ...
and lack of teacher understanding regarding effective strate
gies and procedures for using ILSs" (p. 7).

An early concern expressed by many educators
(White, 1992) that the cost of ILSs combined with the com
prehensive nature of their curricula might cause schools to
view them as replacements for teachers has not yet proven
to be a real problem. HO\vever, the fear expressed by Mad
dux and Willis (1993) remains: that ILSs can have the ef
fect of shaping or driving a school's curriculum rather than
responding to it.

Despite the amount of curriculum they cover and the
number of activities they include. the success of ILSs
hinges primatily on how they are viewed and implemented.
When used only as a teacher replacement to provide indi
vidual student instruction. they seem less effective. When
viewed as a supplement to other teacher methods and care
fully integrated into a total teaching program, they seem
more likely to have the desired impact on raising achieve
ment.

One way to ensure appropriate and cost-effective uses
of ILS products may be through a careful, well-planned
purchasing process that involves both teachers and admin
istrators. One such process was developed by the Califor
nia Department of Education (Armstrong, 1999). This
five-stage process (planning, pre-evaluation, evaluation,
selection, and implementation/post-evaluation) is designed
to "establish selection procedures that ensure that ... cur
ricular goals remain at the heart of the selection process"
(p. 3). Guidelines to potential ILS purchasers based on
those offered by Smith and Sclafani (1989), Chrisman
(1992). and Vaille and Hall (1998) are summarized here:

• Clearly identify the problem the ILS is supposed to
solve and understand the instructional theory on which
the system is based.

• Determine whether the ILS is a closed system (one that
provides 809'c or more of the instruction for a given

course) or an open system (one linked to the school's
resources).

• Find out if the system's scope and sequence are
matched to that of the school.

• Determine the target population for which the system
was designed and whether or not it closely matches the
characteristics of students with whom the ILS will be
used.

• Consider the adequacy of the reporting and manage
ment system for the school's needs.

• Consider how much of its resources the school must
spend on hardware and software.

• Project the educational benefits to the school from the
system and compare them with the costs.

• Request that vendors inform the school on ILS up
dates.

• Carefully evaluate the grade-level courseware, man
agement system, customization, and online tools and
be sure they match the school's expectations.

• Set up reasonable terms of procurement and calculate
the personnel and fiscal impact of the ILS.

How to Use IlSs in Teaching

Since an ILS creates a combination of the materials al
ready described previously in this chapter, its potential
benefits are similar. The highly interactive, self-pacing
features of an ILS can help to motivate students who need
highly structured environments; these activities free up the
teacher's time for students who need personal assistance.
Also, teachers can personalize instructional activities for
each student by reviewing the extensive information on
student and class progress provided by the ILS manage
ment system.

Successful uses of ILSs have been reported for two
different kinds of teaching approaches: directed and con
structivist.

Directed applications for ILSs. In a directed teaching ap
proach, an ILS system can be used for remediation and as
a mainstream delivery system.

• For remediation. Although ILSs are expensive al
ternatives to other kinds of delivery systems, White (1992)
observes that "they will probably play an increasing role in
the large urban systems that have faced achievement test
scores that seem intractable to the usual classroom solu
tions" (p. 36). However, schools still must detelmine how
ILS functions coordinate and complement those of the
classroom teacher. Most ILS uses serve target populations
that have typically presented the most difficult problems for
traditional classroom activities: Chapter I groups, ESOL
students, special education students, and at-risk students.
Schools have tried and usually failed to reach these stu
dents with other methods.
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• As a mainstream delivery system. Rather than us
ing an ILS only as a backup system to address educational
problems, a school may let an ILS do the initial job of
teaching whole courses for all students in a grade level. In
light of the expense of ILSs, these uses are more rare. How
ever, some alternative projects, like the Edison Project
(Walsh, 1999), predict that the costs of using technology in
this way will amount to substantially less over time than
teacher salaries. Using ILSs to increase student-to-teacher
ratios has stimulated ongoing debate and study.

In either of these uses, teachers still have important roles to
play. As Blickman (1992) puts it, "ILSs allow teachers a
comfOltable transition from the role of deliverer of instruc
tion to manager of instruction ... [T]eachers are still ac
tively engaged in the teaching process but as 'guides' or
facilitators as opposed to distributors of information"
(p. 46). American educators generally assume that ILSs
should not be seen as "teacher proof' but rather "teacher
enhancing." Teachers must still assign initial levels of
work, follow up on student activities on the system, and
give additional personal instruction when needed.

Constructivist applications for ILSs. Just as an inte
grated learning system combines several kinds of course
ware to create a skill-hased, directed learning environment,
a network can also combine several kinds of technology re
sources to support the goals of constructivist learning ap
proaches. When networks provide technology resources of
constructivist design and use, the resulting products are
sometimes labeled with terms other than ILS to differenti
ate them from what some educators consider more tradi
tional uses of technology. For example, they may be called
integrated technology systems (ITSs), integrated learning
environments, multimedia learning systems, or open learn
ing systems (Armstrong, 1999; Hill, 1993, p. 29).

ILS products useful for constructivist purposes pro
vide varieties of unstructured tools on the same networked
system as directed ones. Typically, there will be sonle kind
of inform.ation bank (electronic encyclopedias), symbol
pads (word processing and/or desktop publishing soft
ware), construction kits (Logo or other graphic languages
or tools), and phenomenaria (computer simulations and/or
problem-solving resources). They also usually have data
collection systems to track student usage of the system
(Mageau, 1990). Thus, this kind of networked product can
provide what Perkins (1991) called a "rich environment."

Evaiuating and Selecting Instructional
Software

In the 1980s, microcomputer course\vare began to flood
the educational market from such diverse sources as state
projects, major publishing houses, and even cottage indus
tries. This torrent made educators increasingly aware that
simply putting instructional routines on the computer did

not ensure that they vvould take advantage of its potential
power as an instructional tool. Indeed, some of the prod
ucts were so bad that they could be worse than no instruc
tion at all.

It was during this era that courseware quality became
a major issue in education and courseware evaluation
evolved into a popular and highly publicized practice.
Many professional magazines created sections to report the
results of product evaluations; indeed, whole magazines
like Courseware Review were developed to publish such
evaluations. The Northwest Regional Lab's Microsoft Pro
ject and the Educational Products Information Exchange
(EPIE) were just two of the many organizations that sprang
up for the sole purpose of reviewing and recommending
good instructional COUiseware.

As the field of educational technology matured and ed
ucators refined their attitudes toward computer use, the
mystique of courseware faded and assumed more of the
mundane aspects of purchasing any good instructional ma
terial. During the 1980s, teachers primarily evaluated and
selected their own courseware. Now, state- and school dis
trict-level personnel increasingly control these purchases.
Thus, the evaluation procedures and criteria have changed
considerably from the early days of microcomputers. Re
gardless of who chooses the products, teachers should rec
ognize that just because courseware addresses certain
topics or skills, it does not mean that it will meet their
needs.

The Need for Evaluation

Courseware quality is less troublesome now than it was in
the early days of microcomputers when technical sound
ness frequently caused problems. For example, courseware
programming did not anticipate all possible answers a stu
dent might give and did not account for all possible paths
through a sequence of instruction. Consequently, programs
frequently would "break" or stop when these unusual situ
ations occurred. Early courseware also strongly empha
sized entertainment value, giving less attention to
educational value.

Courseware producers have obviously learned much
from their early errors and problems, and overall quality
has improved considerably. But educators still have good
reasons for spending some time reviewing and/or evaluat
ing courseware before selecting it for classroom use. Com
puterized instruction is not necessarily effective
instruction, and eye-catching screen displays should not be
the primary criteria for selecting materials.

Teachers should review courseware even after pre
screening by committees or experts. Very often, state- or
district-level committees are responsible only for selecting
courseware that does not have gross problems and reaches
the desired general level in a general content or topic area.
Each teacher must then determine which specific curricu
lum needs and specific grade levels the package addresses
and whether or not courseware functions fit with planned
teaching strategies. It cannot be emphasized enough that
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courseware must match clearly identified instructional
needs. It should /lot be used simply because it is available
at a discount or supplied free by the state or district.

Courseware Evaluation Procedures:
A Recommended Sequence

Evaluation procedures and criteria vary dramatically de
pending on whether a teacher is selecting courseware for a
single classroom or is part of a district-level committee
screening materials for use by many schools. One major
difference is that committees generally must justify deci
sions to purchase one package over another by using
weighted criteria checklists and assigning total point scores
to individual packages. Small groups or individual teachers
use much less formal procedures and criteria.

This section is designed prinlarily for individual teach
ers or small organizations like individual schools that (l) do
not have large organizations purchasing coursew'are for
them. (2) wish to supplement resources purchased for them
by others. or (3) want to review preselected courseware to
determine its usefulness for their immediate needs. These
procedures are intended to help teachers anticipate and deal
\'lith problerlls related to COUfseV.'are quality and to assist
them in matching courseware to their classroom needs.
The following sequence is recommended when selecting
courseware for classroom use:

1. Begin with an identified need. Know what topics
and skills you want to address and how you think you will
use technology. This will require some knowledge of what
kinds of instructional support technology has to offer.

2. Locate titles. As mentioned earlier in this section.
teachers should probably not base their coursev.!are pur-
chasing decisions on descriptive reviews. Recommenda
tions from colleagues and professional magazines and
journals should serve primarily as leads. Some good
sources for leads are:

• The Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development's (ASCD) summary of "Only the
Best"' soft\vare produced froin their revie\v of 2S an
nual software evaluations from organizations in the
United States and Canada (ASCD. 1999)

• ISTE's 2001 Educatio/lal Soft\vare Preview Guide
(Johnson. 200 1) with hundreds of reviewed and rec
ommended titles

• The California Instructional Technology Clear-
inghouse. a searchable database \vith hundreds of
software reviews. is available at http://clearing
house.k 12.ca.us

• The Educational Software Selector (TESS). a search
able database produced by the Consumers Union and
containing more than 19.000 software product de
scriptions. is available at http://www.epie.com.

Once teachers discover a package they find interesting,
they should use one or both of the next two general proce
dures to determine its usefulness.

3. Compiete hands-on reviews. There is no substi
tute for running the courseware. Teachers should avoid
reviewilw clemo n::Jck:H:res (8hhrevi::Jted versions of 8C--- -- ----c: ------- r-----·-c-- \.------ -------- - --------- ~- ._-

mal courseware). which can be misleading substitutes
for the real thing. A typical hands-on review consists of
t\vo or three passes through a program: once to assess the
package's capabilities and what it covers, and again to
ll1ake incorrect responses and press keys that aren ~t sup
posed to be pressed in order to determine the program's
ability to handle typical student use. Depending on its
capabilities, the teacher may choose to go through the
program one more time to review the usefulness and/or
quality ot' particular demonstrations or presentations.
Evaluation checklists such as the one given later in this
chapter (see Figure 4.12) are usually helpful to guide
teachers in a hands-on review. Tergan (1998) says that.
given the number of packages teachers have to choose
from and the time it takes to review each one. checklists
can be a useful tool if the evaluator knows what to look
for. He advocates that teachers either develop their own
checklist or adopt one that seems thorough and well de
sianpcl Thollah m8nv rhprkli.sts 8rp h:1SPcl on r::Jtina
--c~----- ------c;-- ------.; ------------ --- ------- --- ------c

soft\vare and assigning points to various aspects, teach
ers usually are much less concerned vvith a total score
than with making sure they have looked at all relevant
characteristics.

4. Collect student revie,vs. Experienced teachers
usually can tell from their own hands-on reviews when
instructional materials are appropriate for their students.
Even so. they are sometimes surprised at student reac
tions to courseware. Students sometimes encounter un
expected problems, or they may not seem to get out ot'the
activity what the teacher expected they \vould. If at all
possible, it is beneficial to field test course\\·"are by ob~

serving students using it, getting their reactions. and. if
possible. collecting data on their achievement. Gill.
Dick. Reiser, and Zahner (1992) describe a detailed
method for evaluating software that involves collecting
data on student use.

Courseware Evaluation Procedures:
Recommended Criteria

The set of recommended evaluation criteria in Figure
4.12 represents a synthesis from many sources (Comer
& Geissler. 1998: Hoffll1an & Lyol1s~ 1997: Roblyer~

1983). Teachers may find it helpful to use the essential
criteria checklist shown in Figure 4.13 for the first pass.
then use the more comprehensive list for a second pass.
In addition to these essential criteria. teachers also may
want to review the optional criteria described in Figure
4.14. These criteria may make the difference when
teachers locate t\VO or fi10re packages that il1eet the es-
sential criteria.
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Figure 4.12 Explanation of Essential Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Courseware

tvAlany sets of coursevvare criteria are available, but they tend to vary vvidcly depending on the educational philosophy of the
evaluator and the courseware functions being reviewed. Courseware criteria may be divided into two types: those that confirm
essential characteristics are present and criteria that review optional or situational characteristics and are sometimes applicable
and sometimes not, depending on the user's needs. The fol[owing is a comprehensive list of essential criteria based on Roblyer
(1983), Hoffman and Lyons (1997), Lockard and Abrams (2001), and Vailie and Hall (1998). (See the essential criteria checklist
in Figure 4.13. In addition to the fo!!o'vving essential characteristics, this checklist contains a recommended format for such
checklists, as we[1 as essential criteria specific to several types of course functions.)

I. Essential Instructional Design and Pedagogy Characteristics: Does It Teach?

• Appropriate teaching strategy, based on best known methods. This covers a wide range of needs related to teaching
methodology, e.g., providing enough examples for concept development, presenting ideas in a logical order, and
including various components required for learning. For example, most educators would consider a mathematics
package to be pedagogically flawed if it is intended for very young children and has no graphics. Learners at early
stages of development are known to need concrete examples rather than text only.

e Presentation on screen contains nothing that misleads or confuses students~ One particularly blatant error of this type
was in a courseware package intended to teach young children about how the human body works. It depicted the
human heart as a square box. Another, a math program, displayed a number of objects based on what the student
answered, but never bothered to change the number of objects if it was a wrong answer. Thus, the student could be
seeing the corrected numeral but the wrong number of objects.

• Commenis io siuaenis noi abusive Of insulting. Progranls rnust be sensitive to student's feelings, even if comments arc
intended humorously. One program based on a wel[-known cartoon cat with an acerbic personality be[ittled the
student's name, saying "What kind of name is that for a worthy opponent?" It also commented on the student's "lack of
mental ability" when a wrong answer was supplied. Although this was in keeping with the cat's persona, it was sti[1
inappropriate.

• Readability at an appropriate level for students who wiii use it. Although this may apply to any use of language in any
progranl, it is particularly applicable to tutorials, 'vvhich may require many explanations. For exa.mple, one tutorial for
math skills at about the second-grade level had a great many explanations to read at about a fourth-grade [evel. This
would probably not be an appropriate expectation for students who were having trouble with this level of math.

• Graphics fulfill important purpose and are not distracting to learners. Pictures and animation are considered
motivational to students, but this is not always true. For example, animated feedback may be charming the first 10 times
the students see it, but may achieve just the opposite effect after that. Also, some courseware attracts students' attention
by flashing text or objects on the screen. This can be distracting when one is trying to focus on other screen text. Early
courseware used a device called "scrolling" which had text moving up the screen as the student tried to read it, but this
was quickly identified as a distracting mechanism and is rarely seen now.

I II. Essential Content Characteristics: Is Content Accurate, Current, and Appropriate?

• No grammar, spelling, or punctuation errors on the screen. Even though a program may be on a non language topic, it
should reflect correct spelling, grammar, and word uses, since students learn more than just the intended skills from
instructional materials. One early courseware release on punctuation skills misspel[ed the word "punctuation" three
,-J;+t" ..",.,t \A, ..... \IC i,., tho nr'ntlr'-:J~'
UlllCICIJl vvuyJ III 1I1C tJ'V5ILl"lo

= All content accurate and up to date. lv\any people are surprised to find accuracy errors \Ivith coursevvare material; they
seem to trust content presented on a computer, as if the computer would correct the text itself if it becomes out of date!
Content inaccuracies have been observed in a number of packages. For example, one program referred to blood as a
"red substance," which, of course, is not always true. Instructional materials in social studies should be carefully
screened for inaccurate reflections of country nanles, vvhich are changing rapidly. Examples should be free of slang or
other content that dates material and makes it less than useful to current students_

• No racial or gender stereotypes; not geared toward only one sex or to certain races. Look for diversity in the names
and examples used. Are they all for "Dick and Jane" and are they always in the suburbs? Also review examples for
gender stereotypes. Are all doctors men? Are all homemakers women? One famous simulation package required that
students sign on only as males!

• Social characteristics. Does courseware exhibit a sensitive treatment of moral and/or social issues? For example, do
games and simulations avoid unnecessary violence?

• Match to instructional needs. Does courseware match district or state curriculum objectives teachers are required to
teach?
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Figure 4.13 Essential Criteria Checklist for Evaluating Instructional Courseware

The following is an example checklist based on essential qualities that can be used to discriminate between acceptable and un
acceptable coursewal'e material. If courseware does not meet these uiteria, it probably should not be considered tm purchase.
For each item, indicate Y for yes if it meets the criterion, m ,,\ for no if it does not.

Instructional game

Problem solving

Other:

Title _

Content Area _

Courseware functions:

Drill and practice

Tutorial

Simulation

Publisher _

Hardware Required: _

I. Instructional Design and Pedagogical Soundness

Teaching strategy is matched to student needs/levels and is based on accepted methods

Presentation on screen contains nothing that misleads m confuses students

Readability and difficulty are at an appropriate level for students who will use it

Comments to students are not abusive or insulting

Graphics fulfill important purpose (motivation, intmmation) and are not distracting to learners

Criteria specific to drill-and-practice functions:

High degree of control over presentation rate 'unless the method is timed review)

Appropriate feedback for correct answers (none, if timed; not elaborate m time consuming)

Feedback is more reinforcing for correct than tor incorrect responses

Criteria specific to tutorial functions:

High degree of interactivity (not just reading infmmation)

High degree of user control (fmward and backwar'Clmovement, branching upon request)

Comprehensive teaching sequence so instruction is self-contained and stand-alone

Adequate answer-judging capabilities for student-constructed answers to questions

Criteria specific to simulation functions:

Appropriate degree of fidelity (accurate depiction of system being modeled)

Good documentation avai lable on how program works

Criteria specific to instructi~nal game functions:

Low quotient of violence or combat-type activities

Amount of physical dexterity required appropriate to students who will use it

II. Content

No grammar, spelling, or punctuation errors on the screen

All content accurate and up to date

No racial or gender stereotypes; not geared toward only one sex or to certain races

Exhibits a sensitive treatment of moral and/or social issues (e.g., perspectives on war or capital punishment)

Content matches required curriculum objectives

III. User Flexibility

User normally has some control of movement with in the program (e.g., can go from screen to screen at desi red
rate; can read text at desired rate; can exit program when desir'ed)

Can turn off sound, if desired

Interface is easy to use (e.g., similar format from screen to screen for forward and back movement in program)

IV. Technical Soundness

Program loads consistently, without error

Program does not break, no matter what the student enters

Program does what the screen says it should do

Program works on desired platform

If included, online links work as indicated

If included, animations and videos work as indicated

Decision:

Is recommended for purchase and use

Is not recommended
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Figure 4.14 Optional Criteria for Evaluating !nstructional Courseware

Teachers reviewing courseware may consider a great many other criteria depending on their needs, the program's purpose,
and the intended audience. These are detaiied in Roblyer (1983), Hoffman and Lyons (1997), Lockard and Abrams (2001 I, and
VallIe and Hall (1998). tv\any of these criteria, \vhich are listed be!o\v, are subjective in nature or dependent on teacher needs;
it is up to the teacher to decide whether or not the courseware meets them and/or whether or not they are important enough to
affect selection decisions.

Optional Instructional Design Criteria

• Stated objectives. Does the courseware state its objectives and are stated objectives iikely to be attained through
courseware activities?

• Prerequisite skills. Are skills specified that students will need in order to use the courseware activities and are students
likely to be able to acquire the skills?

• Interest quotient. Are examples and strategies likely to interest students at the targeted levei?

• Presentation iogic. Do instructional units follow a logical sequence based on skill hierarchies?

• Tests. Do tests match stated skills and are they good rneasul'es of the skills?

• Significance. Are stated skills "educationally significant" (e.g., in the curriculum)?

• Use of medium. Does courseware rflake good use of computer capabilities?

• Fieid iesiing. Is there evidence the coursevvare has been used vvith students and revised ba.sed on this feedback before its
release?

Optional ;nterface/l'"~avigation Criteria

• Student ease of use. Is the progranl easy to use for the intended students? Does it require phYSical dexterity to ans\ver items
the students may not have even though they know the correct answers? Is a lot of typing required?

• Required keys. Are the keys required to input answers easy to remember (e.g., pressing back arrow for going back)?

• Input devices. Are alternate input devices allowed to make courseware more usable for special populations?

• Directions. Are there on-screen directions on how to use it?

• Shortcuts. Lengthy introductory screens may be bypassed, if desired.

• Support materials. Are there print support materials to support on-screen activities?

• Optional assistance. Is a "HELP" feature available if the student runs into difficulty?

• Optional directions. Can students skip directions, if they desire, and go straight to the activities?

• Creativity. Do materials foster creativity rather than just rote learning?

• Summary feedback. Are students given an on-screen summary of performance when they finish working?

Optional Teacher Use Criteria

• Teacher ease of use. Can teachers figure out, with minimum effort, how to work the program?

• Management. Does courseware contain adequate record-keeping and management capabilities?

• Teacher manuals. Are clear, nontechnical teacher manuals available with the courseware? Are manuals well produced and
do they include a good table of contents and index?

• Ease of integration. Are courseware materials designed to integrate easily into other activities the teacher is doing?

• Teacher assistance. Does courseware improve the teacher's ability to teach the subject?

• Adaptability. Can teachers modify and adapt the courseware for their needs by changing content (e.g., spelling wordsl or
format (e.g., animated versus written feedback)?

Optional Presentation Criteria

• Graphics features. Are graphiCS! animation, and color used for instructional purposes rather than flashiness?

Colors. Are colors required or is softvv'are still useful on nonco!or monitors?

SCieen layout. l\re screens so "busy" or cluttered that they interfere vvith reading?

e Audio and speech capabilities. Is audio and speech of adequate quality so students can understand it easily?

e Video and animation. Do moving graphics display clearly, qUickly; and vvithout jerkiness? Are they in a high enough
resolution to be useful?

• Required peripherals. Does the program require peripherals the schools are likely to have (e.g., light pens, speech
synthesizers)?

• Screen printing. Can key screens from the courseware (e.g., summary performances) be printed?



Packaging. Is it made to stand up to normal school and classroom wear? Are disks labeled clearly as to program part and
platfor'lll?

Ongoing support. Does the company answers questions and provide help for problems via local representatives, a toll-free
telephone line, or a web site?
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Figure 4.14 (continued)

I

I
~ptional Technical Criteria

• Response judging. Does the response judging allow for ALL possible cOrl'ect answers and disallow ALL possible incorrect
ones?

• Timing. Does the program present itself quickl) so displavs and responses are accomplished without noticeable delays?

• Portability. Can teachers transfer the coursevvare from one tl13Chine to another?

• Compatibility. Does courseware run on more than one platfmm?

• COlnponents. A.re all required drivers and plug-ins identified Jnd either pro\/ided or easily do\vnloadabJe online?

• Technical manuals. 00 teacher or user manuals contain technical documentation on program operation and any technical
features or options? Does the manual tell how to install anduninstall the program?

Optional Publisher Support

• Cost effectiveness. Is the price of the packagE' appropriate in light of what it accomplishes?

• Available versions. Is the program available in desired versions ie.g., network or site license)? Does the compan) provide
for free or discounted upgrades later?

I
0 Preview allowed. Will the company allow free previews? Will they refund the purchase price or supplv a replacement if

user is not satisfied, or if software is lost, stolen, or damaged?

I 0 Backup. Is a backup disk provided or can user make one?

I • Training. For more complicated cOUl'se packages, is on-site or web-based training provided to buyers, and is there a
ne\\'sletter or other \'v'ay to conlrnunicate applications and updates?

I ·

I ·

Record anel appty what you have teamed.

Chapter 4 Self-Test

To re\iew terms and concepts in this chapter, take the Chapter -+
self-te>!. Select Chapter -+ from the front page of the Companion
Website i located at http://www.prenhan.comJroblyen, then
choose the JIlI/nj,le Choice module.

*1 Portfolio Activities

ISTE The folkming acti\'ities address ISTE ""ational Educational
Technology Standards for Teachers (l'"';ETS-T) and \v111 help you
acid to your professional P0l1folio. To complete these activities on
line and sa\'e or submit the materials electronically, select Chapter
-+ from the front page of the Companion 'Website (http://www.pren
hall.com/roblyer). then choose the Portfolio module.

1. Instructional Software Examples (NETS-T Stalldards: I-B,
II-C) From instructional software packages, select at least one
that represents each function described in this chapter. lJsing
word processing or multimedia software, prepare a description
of the soft\\are that focuses on which function(s) it fulfills.

2. instructional Software ill a COlltent Area (NETS-T Stan
dards: I-B, II-C, V-B) On the Internet do a search for soft-

ware examples in your content area or grade le\'el. Prepare a
list of the sites with good examples of each type of software
function.

Questions for Thought and Discussion

These questions may be used for small-group or class discussion
or may be subjects for individual or group activities. To take part
in these discussions online, select Chapter -+ from the front page
of the Companion Website (http://www.prenhall.comJroblyer),
then choose the Message Board module.

1. The tendency to refer to drill and practice software by the
derogatory term "drin and kij]'" is growing. Is this because
the number of situations is diminishing in which drill and
practice software would be the strategy of choice or because
people fail to recognize appropriate situations for using it?

2. Some schools, like those with a college preparatory focus, do
not allow the use of instructional games of any kllld. Is there
a compelling case to be made for allowing the use of in
structional game software to achieve specific educational
goals') That is, can games do something in an instructional
situation that no other strategy is able to clo" If so. what?
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!Jro Collaborative Activities
L.:.:..:.:..:..

ISTE

The foliowing activities address iSTE National Educational Tech
nology Standards for Teachers (NETS-T) and can be done in
small groups. Each group should present the findings to the class
in a format they know how to use (word-processed report, pres
entation software, multimedia product). Completed group prod
ucts can be copied and shared with the entire class andlor included
in each person's personal portfolio.

1. Courseware Evaluation (NETS-T Standards: i-B, ii-C)
Class members obtain one or more example instructional
software packages, either from the instructor or from their
own schools. Working in small groups, each selects one of
the categories of software criteria (e.g., instructional design,
content, user interface) frOll1 the courseware criteria check
lists in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. Using the criteria under the
category, the groups evaluate the courseware package. Each
group also identifies the functions they believe are repre
sented in the package. Each group prepares a description and

denl0nstration to illustrate the softvlare characteristics they
observe. They present these to the class.

2. Matching Curriculum Needs with Instructional Software
(NETS-T Standards: II-A, B, C) Instructor and students
agree on a set of specific state or national (e.g., NCTE,
T'-~CT1'v1, T'-~STA) curriculum standards and/or skills on \vhich
each small group will work. Each group identifies one or
more instructional software packages that could help teachers
address each skill. They present their tindings to the class.

3. Lesson Integration Strategies for Instructional Software
(lVETS·T Standards: II-A. through E; lI-e, D; Ill-B; IV-A, B)
Using the five-step integration sequence described in the les
son in Chapter 2, Figure 2.6, example, small groups prepare
an integration sequence for an instructional software package
to be used in a real or fictional classroom. (Students should
pay special attention to the 'justification" description in Step
1: What's the Relative Advantage-Why Use Instructional
Software?) They present their findings to the class.

~ T. " rn 1 1 I .1 I"'l • 1 I J' 'I'

V llltegraung 1'eCnnology Across me LUfflCUlUill Acuvmes

The Integrating Technology Across the Curriculum CD-ROM is a
set of technology integration ideas and links to online lessons,
arranged as a searchable database. The CD comes packaged with
this textbook. Complete the following exercise using this CD:

Simulations are considered some of the most powerful and
versatile of the instructional software functions. Most simulations
are used in science and social studies content areas, but the ways
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